EVELIO ECHEVARRIA

Cordillera de Cocapata, Bolivia
(Plates 75-79)

o doubt the name of this Andean range will be unfamiliar to most
readers; it is one of the least known in South America. The scant
mountaineering literature about the range dates back to the beginning of
the century and there are almost no geographical or scientific notes about
it. In June 1995 I paid a short visit to this district and I gathered some
information that will bring up to date what a pair of hardy pioneers collected decades ago.

N

A range without a name
The Cordillera de Cocapata is located some 90km east of the glaciated
backbone of the Bolivian Andes and rises directly north of the sub-tropical
city of Cochabamba (population 460,000; altitude 2570m). The northern
outskirts of the city itself lie at the foot of a dark, long ridge known locally
as Cordillera del Tunari, so named after Cerro Tunari (5023m), a spiky
mountain that is considered the primary geographical landmark around
Cochabamba. The rest of the range cannot be seen because this Tunari
fore-ridge, which runs east to west, blocks the entire view to the north.
Cerro Tunari itself is the only Cocapata object that has any appeal for the
inhabitants of the city, who proudly call themselves los hijos del Tunari ('the
children of Tunari'). The Cocapata district is, however, wholly ignored by
the city dwellers, since it does not represent anything but a source of potatoes for their meals.
The name Cordillera de Cocapata was adopted by the great pioneer of
the range, Theodor Herzog, on his 1911 expedition. 84 years later, I found
much disagreement about the use of this name. Cocapata, which lies on
the range's northern fringe, may have given its name to the range because
this small town used to be the only port of entry from the lowlands into the
Cochabamba area and its markets. At present the town of Cocapata is of
very little economic importance and eventually the name it bestowed upon
the range will be replaced by another. Other logical names, such as
'Cordillera de Cochabamba' and 'Cordillera Oriental', cannot be applied
to this Andean range because they have already been assigned to other
ridges, high and low, barren or forested, that extend around the city and
eastwards. In my opinion, Cordillera del Tunari, the name of the foreridge, will in time be assigned to the entire range.
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The Cocapata mountain system is the highest in Bolivia east of the divide,
which means that it is completely Amazonian. It contains some 70-80
peaks worth the name, varying between 4700m and 5060m, the latter figure being the height of Cerro Pirhuata, the highest peak in the range. The
arrangement of ridges is confusing: above Cochabamba rises the locallynamed Cordillera del Tunari, a continuous dark chain, running east to
west, crowned by Cerro del Tunari (5023m). The rest of the mountain
peaks appeared to me to be disposed as a giant V, tilted to the left. Its
southern tip connects with the centre of the Tunari ridge. The right arm of
1SS

75. Cordillera de Cocapata. Bolivia. SE flank of Cerro Pirhuata. 5060m. highest
in the range, with the only access road in the foreground. (Evelio Echevorria) (p 154)

76. A camp on a shoulder of the Jaruncasa group at 4300m. The unclimbed chain
of the Pi shoulder of the Jaruncasa group at 4300m.
Evelio Echevarria (p 160)
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the V includes Cerro Pirhuata and runs in a NNW direction. To the east of
that arm there is a smaller and lower parallel chain, the Puntas San Miguel,
whose highest peak is Cerro Marcarayoc Punta (4880m). The left arm of
the V is the richest in peaks and is also composed of grey granitic rock.
Conspicuous are the imposing towers of Cerro Jaruncasa (5025m) and its
subjects, the striking Pucacacca group. The arm continues in a more or
less westerly direction, with a large number of jagged peaks, rising to below
the 5000m line; but many additional smaller ridges disrupt all patterns.
Scanning through the 1968 Bolivian national chart, the entire Cordillera
de Cocapata seems to contain at least five peaks over 5000m, eight peaks
between 4900m and 5000m, and some sixty between 4700m and 4900m.
It has been written that most of them are composed of slate. I found the
rock to be of poor quality on the W side of the Pirhuata massif and of
excellent granite in the Jatuncasa stock. On most flanks the latter exhibited long, steep slabs of smooth rock that resembled standing, or tilted,
flatirons.
There is no permanent snow in the Cocapata, but snow often falls between late November and mid-March. Numerous lakes and tarns exist, but
in June 1995 I found that the beds of several of the smaller ones had already
dried up. Running water does not abound and, owing to overgrazing by
llamas and sheep, the small meadows found in the higher terrain at the
foot of the peaks are polluted. Streams and water courses seem to drain in
every direction but eventually all reach the rivers Beni and Chapare which,
in turn, flow into the Amazon. Natural life in the district is strikingly poor,
probably expelled by the animals introduced by man. Other than the
vizcachas that live among boulders and broken rock, there seem to be no
other land animals. I only saw a few condors flying uncomfortably close
overhead, some brown falcons, and the usual pairs of white Andean ducks
common to the lakes and tarns of higher Bolivia. Bushes and trees are
found only in protected valleys under the 4000m line. The main form of
vegetation, and an abundant one, is the coarse bunch grass called ichu.
Although grazing animals are seen in every basin, the highlands seem to
have few human inhabitants. The Indians I met spoke no Spanish; their
language was Quichua. Communication was difficult, but all that I needed
to obtain from them was confirmation that the local rivulet was drinking
water. Since they understood my Spanish 'Lagua buena?' (good water?),
their answer was invariably 'Ari' (yes). These Indians stay in the highlands
to tend their animals and cultivate potatoes, a product which, in this area,
is particularly abundant. In fact, where any form of transportation into
the range exists, it is used for carrying potatoes to the Cochabamba
markets.
There is only one major road leaving Cochabamba and Quillacollo (the
big commercial outskirts of the city) and heading for the heights. In
Quillacollo taxis leave several times a day for Liriuni, a small inhabited
area to the north in the San Miguel valley. Beyond Liriuni transportation
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is a matter of luck in the form of passing vehicles or occasional lorries. The
road through the San Miguel valley and up into the range is by far the
dustiest I have seen during my travels. Several times it crosses the clean
waters of the San Miguel river, finally emerging onto a bleak plateau inhabited by shepherds. The barren Tunari peaks (5023m, 4966m and 4960m)
are seen to the west until the road comes to a big cross erected at a bifurcation. This place is called Tahua Cruz. The branch of the road that heads
north reaches the fringe town of Cocapata, which has given its name to the
entire range. In the first few kilometres the road runs between the Pirhuata
and the San Miguel massifs. The other branch, leading NW, reaches the
much larger town of Morochata and seems to skirt the slopes of the central
and western peaks. Unlike all other Bolivian ranges, the Cordillera de
Cocapata has no mines.
Early climbers in the range
There is no doubt that the first people to ascend the mountains in this
range were the local highlanders. They climbed a number of peaks and left
their summits cairned for two practical reasons: firstly, to propitiate the
mountains themselves, givers of water; and secondly, to demarcate the
limits of the property of a clan or community. Dates for enterprises of this
kind have gone umecorded.
The first mountaineer who entered the range was the German geologist
and well-known skier and climber of the 1930s, Hemy Hoek (1878-1951).*
He arrived in Cochabamba late in 1903 and undertook the ascent of Tunari,
the prominent peak of the ridge that encloses the city's northern edge. He
made two attempts, both hampered by rain and a lack of suitable paths.
On the second attempt he was successful; he reached both summits of
Cerro Tunari (5023m) on 12 December, the beginning of the rainy season.
He and his small caravan of mules and their drovers used the Llave valley
on the W side of the mountain. (Nowadays the easiest approach is the
motor road on the E side, up the San Miguel valley.) Hoek took two photographs of the summit ground, showing the great quantity of snow that
Tunari seems to get, or used to get, in December.
In 1908 another young German scientist, the botanist and expert skier
and alpinist Theodor Herzog (1880-1961), headed for the Andean uplands
after botanising in the jungles and plains of eastern Bolivia. Coming from
the torrid lowlands, it is no wonder that, upon seeing the first snows, Herzog
wrote in delight: 'Hurrah! Der Tunari!'. He ascended the mountain for a
second time in the latter part of that year. But outstanding in the history of
the Cordillera de Cocapata was 1911. In that year Herzog went back to
Bolivia to collect more plants, but also with ambitions that would secure
for him a place in the history of Andean mountaineering. In addition to
botanical work, he undertook not only the exploration and ascent of the
Cordillera de Cocapata, and of the glaciated Cordillera de Quimsa Cruz,
but also some exploration in the Chilean central Andes.

* See article 'Cordillera de Potosi, Bolivia' in AflOO, 162-172, 1995, with biographical data and a photograph of Henry Hoek.

Righr
77. Theodor Herzog, 1880-1961.

The photograph was taken
in July 1960 to mark his
80th birthday. (P157)
Below
78. Unnamed valley south of the

Jaruncasa massif,
with (L) Cerro Jaruncasa, 5025m.
(Evelio Echevarrfa) (p 156)
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Herzog, like Hoek, used an aneroid to establish the height of the peaks
he climbed which, hitherto, had never been measured or mapped. Both
mountaineers gave Tunari a figure of S204m. (It is given as S023m in the
1968 Bolivian army survey.) In 1911 Herzog reclimbed Tunari and, in
May, the highest peak in the Palca group (probably Peak 4820m, west of
Tunari). In mid-July his botanical zeal took him to the easternmost chain
of the range, the bold row of peaks called Puntas San Miguel, the highest
point of which he also ascended (probably Cerro Margarayoc Punta,
4880m). He then attempted Cerro Pirhuata, S060m, highest in the range,
which he nicknamed 'Silberwand' but a snowstorm defeated him and his
Indian porter. Two lower mountains located in the northern approaches
of the range were likewise ascended by Herzog, Cerro de la Carapacheta
and Cerro Yuraccasa, both around 4600m.
The last of Herzog's exploits was to climb a very respectable mountain,
which he called Incachaca and measured at S230m, declaring it to be the
highest in the range. (Bolivian surveys now have Cerro Jaruncasa, S02Sm,
in place of Herzog's 'Incachaca'.) Merzog made the ascent on 20 August
with a porter named Augusto. The botanist-alpinist produced a fairly good
map which he published in Berlin in 1913 and he wrote a detailed description of the range and of his campaigns there (see Bibliography). For many
years he was a botanist of repute in international circles and remained active
almost until his death, working at the University of Jena in the German
Democratic Republic. His is the most important name to be linked with
the history of mountaineering and scientific research of the Cocapata.
After 1911 the range was left as forsaken as it had been before the advent
of Hoek and Herzog. The very rare scientific notes that have appeared
about the area are unconcerned with the mountain peaks. I did discover,
however, that Cerro Tunari (and only Cerro Tunari) is at times climbed by
people from Cochabamba and that they use the NE side, approachable by
motor road. A 'Parque Tunari' was created a few years ago but it is of no
use to mountaineers since it only contains a tract of hills and a lake located
east of the mountain itself and at a rather low altitude. It has been noted in
the South American Handbook.
The Cocapata is not a district where there is a reputation to be made or
medals to be won. From a mountaineering point of view, the future of the
range is not very bright, since most climbers travelling in Bolivia will not
hesitate to head instead for the great ice peaks. Yet it has the potential to be
a rock climbers' playground. It is true that snow and ice climbs are absent,
but there remain many mountains, aiguilles and pinnacles still unascended,
and whoever goes there will have the whole range to himself. The weather
is usually good. The only problems I envisage would be in finding
transportation and water.
If time and patience are available, occasional vehicles will take the traveller as far as the Tahua Cruz crossing beyond Liriuni. Here he will have to
choose between climbing on the northern peaks or on the central and
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western peaks (I would strongly recomend the latter). As for water, my
advice would be to travel to the Cocapata between late March and early
May. At other times water purifiers are necessary. Climbers must be wholly
self-sufficient and carry all that they need on their backs. The only provisions
obtainable from the highlanders will be, at best, cooked potatoes.
A Roundabout, 1995
Having visited the main Bolivian ranges in the course of nine different
expeditions, in June 1995 I undertook a short journey to the Cocapata,
inspired by Herzog's books and the need for variety. This was only an introductory experience, and nothing of real importance was achieved. After
the flight from La Paz to Cochabamba (27 minutes) and two days spent in
the city trying unsuccessfully to get information about transportation, I
found myself in Liriuni, sitting under a giant oak and waiting for any passing vehicle. Luck was with me. A station wagon gave me a free ride to the
Tahua Cruz crossing. The driver happened to be the young priest of the
church of Cocapata and he gave me a few much-needed geography lessons.
Loaded with camping gear, food for a fortnight and two litres of water,
I began to march along the road heading for Cocapata, spying along the
way a breach in the imposing chain of Pirhuata, whose banded, sombre
walls falling to the SE did not invite scaling.
I camped that night (12 June) above a meadow invaded by llamas. The
next day I followed a rivulet to its source and camped under the NE walls
of Pirhuata. A chimney led me to a narrow gap which, in turn, allowed a
descent to a plateau that had a few grassy areas here and there. I then
ascended a stratified peak crowned by a knob as well as by a cairn, probably
the handwork of Indians. The map told me that I was on the top of Cerro
Llaja Cuchu Puma (4840m), and that the massive rock and talus mountain
to the south had to be Pirhuata (5060m). The next day I ascended the
latter, the highest point in the range, as well as in all Bolivia east of the ice
backbone of the Cordilleras, which could be seen gleaming in the distance
to the west (probably the north end of the Cordillera de Quimsa Cruz).
Nevada Illimani was also visible. Pirhuata was crowned by a cairn.
Water was not easy to find as meadows were generally polluted by llamas
and sheep. I managed, however, to keep my two one-litre bottles filled at
all times by trying to locate trickles of running water wherever I could,
usually among boulders above the meadows.
After Pirhuata, I headed west for the striking central peaks that beckoned in the distance. It was a long and tiring march; intervening ridges
and rolling slopes had to be ascended and descended. By dusk I dropped
into the Calzonani basin, which displayed its dark blue lake bearing the
same name. I camped by the slender stream that feeds the lake. Most of
my camps were at around 4300m. Every day that I spent in the range I
found my drinking liquids, kept inside the tent, frozen solid at dawn. On
17 June an easy march took me to the pleasant Sancayuni creek, under the

79. Cordillera de Cocapata. Bolivia. Unnamed, unclimbed peak. 04900m.
W of the Jaruncasa group. (Evelio Echevarria) (P154)
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imposing NE flank of Cerro JariJncasa, 5025m. (Herzog's Incachaca,
5230m). Since its long, steep slabs did not look feasible, I attempted instead Peak 4940m, which, as I was to learn later, is locally known as Cerro
Aisa Punta ('pointed peak of rockfalls'). Realising that a belay was necessary on those steep, smooth slabs, I gave up upon reaching, at 4800m, a
notch that seemed impassable. During the next two days I completed the
circuit around the JariJncasa massif, which is a very fine group of peaks,
none looking easy. Whichever way I turned, I could see, in the distance,
towers and needles arrayed one after the other, particularly along the ridges
branching NW from Jaruncasa. North of Cerro Aisa Punta and across the
Calzonani basin stretched a remarkable chain of slab peaks which, in 1911,
Herzog had already photographed, labelling it the Piiias ('savage') group.
From Pirhuata, a few days before, I had also seen and admired the long
and serrated row of the Puntas San Miguel, whose highest point (4880m)
Herzog had climbed in June 1911.
On my eleventh day after leaving Cochabamba I arrived within sight of
the motor road to Tahua Cruz where, again by sheer luck, I was given a
ride back to Cochabamba. Sitting in the back of that open lorry I tried to
absorb as much of the scenery as I could. But that was the dustiest road I
have ever experienced on my travels. Prosaically, the rock peaks that I had
come so far to visit simply disappeared, in the wake of the lorry, behind
clouds of brown dust.
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